P R E S S R E L E A S E
Ladies and Gentlemen
SPHM & BB Productions is proud to present

the ballroom
band
T
he Ballroom Band is a completely new countryrock
band that choose to go straight ahead where the road was
divided between roots country and alt. country. The band
creates a mix of old and new that is genuine and loving.
Armed with double bass, mandolin, accordion and lap steel,
to mix country music with an attitude from the alternative.
The ammunition is eleven self written Christmas songs that
do not fit into the usual x-mas flood of collections and nutra-sweetened Christmas CD’s. This is music that refused
Christmas traditions and went it’s own way.
The results we see today is that rare kind of a meeting
when it all comes together between the songwriter Pelle
and the singer Martin, a guitar and a few bottles of lager.
They sat there and sang their favourite songs to each other
- five songs later, they noticed that they had exactly the
same kind of favourite songs – and further more so, Pelle
had finally heard the voice he’d always been looking for.
Two months later, the band and the new songs ready.
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On December 1 is the release of The Ballroom Band’s debut album “Christmas time in the trailer park“, and in doing
so, the band goes on a tour. The CD released on their own
label and is recorded, mixed and produced entirely by
the band themselves. The control of layout and sound is an
important part of the Ballroom Band, nothing can be left
to chance.
The album takes you to the trailer park, lonely flats,
winter hikes, melancholy, hilarious, serious one moment
and the other with that good ol’ twinkle in the eye. After
the eleven tracks strong Christmas Pilgrimage, the linkage
between the roots and alt. country, lyrics and melodies
will feel completely natural.
This years Christmas gift is now here!
Merry Christmas amigos!
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The ballroom band
MARTIN FRONTMAN - Lead vox & Ac guitar
PELLE ANDERSSON - Mandolin, Accordion, Keyboards, B-vox
JONAS LÖNNGREN - Guitars, Dobro, Lapsteel, B-vox
PETER HJERPE - Drums, Percussion
CLAS LASSBO - Double & B-vox
Additional musicians
Martin Östholm - Double & B-vox
Sara Edin - Violin, Saw
Lotta Andersson - BackVox
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